Abstract-Relationship-based access control schemes have been studied to protect users' privacy in online social networks. In this paper, we propose cryptographic protocols for decentralized social networks to enforce relationship-based access control polices, i.e., k-common friends and k-depth. Our protocols are mainly built on pairing-based cryptosystems. We prove their security under the honest but curious adversary model, and we analyze their computation and communication complexities. Furthermore, we evaluate their efficiency through simulations on a real social network dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Online social networks (OSNs) have gained a huge success during the past decade. Nowadays, using OSNs service almost becomes an indispensable part in people's daily lives. A user in OSNs can specify his profile, articulate his social relationships, share his life moments, etc. With more and more personal information appearing online, users' privacy has become an essential problem since, as in most of the times users don't want to share their lives with everybody. Access control is one of the most straightforward but useful ways to address this challenge. In recent years, industries have adopted relationship-based access control schemes for OSNs, for example, Facebook and LinkedIn. In such schemes, whether a user can view another user's information depends on the relationship between these two users. For example, a user in Facebook can decide which users can view his photos, based on their social depth to himself -being his friends, friends of friends, etc. However, social relationships as well as interactions among people are very complicated, they cannot be fully represented by "friends" and "friends of friends". For example, if two strangers share a lot of common friends, then the chance that they trust each other is high [1] . Thus, it is more probable that they want to interact with each other. On the other hand, if these two users only have one friend in common, even though their relationship is "friend of friend", the chance for them to communicate is much lower than the former case. Situations like this happen often but the current access control schemes in OSNs do not support them. Therefore, it is necessary to have more fine-grained access control schemes.
Several fine-grained relationship-based access control polices have been proposed by research communities [2] , [3] , [4] . These policies are necessary as they enable users to have more precise and strict control on who can access their personal information or resources. On the other hand, such policies are quite flexible and give users possibilities to regulate access control based on relationships and the topology of the underlying social graph. For instance, a user can define a policy allowing the users who have at least a number of common friend with him to review his photos. The user can also specify a policy that only his friends and friends of his family members can view his photos. Despite of their expressiveness and flexibility, implementing these policies normally requires many computing resources which are usually the bottleneck even for big companies, like Facebook and Google. Decentralized social networks (e.g., [5] , [6] ) have been proposed in the literature as an ideal solution to address the problem. In decentralized social networks, users can control their own data and enforce access control polices with their personal devices instead of putting the burden on the central operators' shoulder [7] . In this way, users can get rid of the central operators and implementing fine-grained relationship-based access control polices will then only involve social network users. In recent years, developing cryptographic protocols for enforcing fine-grained access control polices in decentralized social networks has been an active research area (see more discussions in Section II).
Contributions. In this paper, we propose cryptographic protocols to implement two fine-grained access control polices, i.e., 'k-common friends' and 'k-depth' as proposed in [4] , for decentralized social networks. Our main contributions in this paper are summarized as follows.
• We propose the first protocol to enforce k-common friends policies. Our construction is based on paring-based cryptosystems (PBC) and private set intersection protocols. Security analysis shows that our protocol is secure under the honest but curious adversary model.
• Our protocol for k-depth policies is based on PBC as well. We have proved that our protocol is secure under the honest but curious adversary model. Compared to existing protocols, our protocol achieves a better security level.
Our k-depth protocol can be extended to support multirelationship social networks.
• For our protocols, we perform a detailed analysis of their efficiency and conduct an empirical evaluation of their performance with a real-life social network dataset. The results show that our protocols are quite practical.
Organization. After presenting related work in Section II, we introduce some preliminaries in Section III. The OSN model as well as access control polices are presented in Section IV. Our protocols for enforcing two relationship-based access control policies are described in Section V and Section VI together with corresponding security proofs, respectively. The theoretical as well as empirical evaluation of our protocols are presented in Section VII. Section VIII concludes the paper with some future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Access control models. Carminati et al. [8] proposed the first relationship-based access control model where polices are based on three regulations including relationship type, depth and trust value. In [3] , a fine-grained model based on semantic web tools is introduced, where they proposed 'admin' and 'filtering' polices. Fong et al. introduced an access control scheme which supports Facebook-style social networks [4] . Specifically, they proposed a few fine-grained access control polices including the topology-based ones that we will focus on in this paper. In [9] , [10] , [11] , modal (hybrid) logics are exploited to express access control polices. Recently, Pang and Zhang [12] extended heir work by defining a new OSN model containing users and their relationships as well as public information. Based on this new model, they introduced a new hybrid logic for formulating access control policies. Cheng et al. [13] presented a social network model where resources are also treated as nodes. With this model, access control polices, related to not only user-to-user but also user-to-resource and resource-to-resource relationships, are supported.
Security protocols. Besides access control models, security protocols for enforcing access control polices in OSNs have also been studied. Carminati et al. introduced several solutions [14] , [15] , [16] . For instance, in [16] , a homomorphic encryption scheme is used to compute aggregated information of the path (trust level and relationship type), which minimizes the loss of sensitive information. In [17] , Mezzour et al.
proposed an interesting solution for path discovery where the protocol contains two stages -in the first stage, each user floods tokens in the social network, while in the second stage a private set intersection protocol is executed for finding paths. Backes et al. [18] defined a security API for distributed social networks, where cryptographic techniques such as pseudonyms, digital signatures and zero-knowledge proofs are exploited to help user to establish and prove the existence of friendships with others. In [19] , a key management scheme was proposed under which only users who are within a certain distance to the owner are able to derive keys to decrypt the encrypted resources. A comparison between our protocols and two existing protocols is presented in Section VII.
III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Cryptographic Building Blocks
Bilinear map. Private set intersection. A private set intersection (PSI) protocol allows two parties to find the intersection of their input sets without leaking extra information (e.g., see [23] , [24] , [25] ). A cardinality PSI protocol only allows two parties to learn the size of the intersection of their sets. In our work, we exploit a cardinality PSI protocol which is secure against the honest but curious adversary (which we will introduce later) and treat it as a black box.
B. Adversary Model
In this paper, we focus on the honest but curious adversary model and its detailed formal definitions can be found in [26] . Under this model, all users follow the specified protocol. An adversary tries to get some additional knowledge by inspecting the protocol transcripts that he gets after the protocol execution. To illustrate the security of our proposed protocols under this model, we show that a party cannot get any extra information with the protocol transcripts as well as the outputs. Note that we assume communication channels among parties are authenticated, i.e., impersonating attacks are not possible.
IV. ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKS A. Social Network Model
We model a social network as a social graph G = (U , E) where each user u i ∈ U is represented as a single node and social relationships among them are represented in the form of edges (E). Without ambiguity, we directly use u i to represent u i 's identity. We first only consider friend relationships, i.e., friendships, in our model. It is not difficult to extend the proposed protocols for multi-relationships. E is defined as a subset of U × U, i.e., when two users u i and u j establish a friendship, an edge between them is added into G. The set u i .fri contains all u i 's friends. When u i and u j are friends, we have u j ∈ u i .fri and u i ∈ u j .fri . A path from one user to another in G is represented by a sequence of users on this path, the number of edges on this path is defined as its depth. For example, a path from u i to u j with u as the middle node is denoted by [u i , u , u j ] and it is a 2-depth path. Here, u i is also referred as the originator of the path. Moreover, two paths are reverse for each other if they have same users but in reverse sequences, e.g.,
Besides social information, each user is equipped with some algebraic knowledge. The two previously mentioned groups G 1 = g and G 2 of the same prime order p together with a bilinear map e : 
B. Access Control in Social Networks
In OSNs, a user defines an access control policy to regulate who can view or perform other actions on a certain resource that he has. We refer this user as the owner (represented by u o ) and the user who wants to access the resources as the requester (u r ). We regulate the access control policy on a certain resource is only defined by its owner, i.e., collaborative access control schemes such as [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] are considered out of the scope of our paper. When u r wants to access a certain resource, such as a photo or a status, he first sends u o a request. The owner then extracts the access control policy on that resource and sends it back to u r . Next, u o and u r run the protocol related to the policy. In the end, if the result of the protocol shows that u r satisfies the policy's regulation, then u o grants the access of the resource to u r . As mentioned in Sect. I, we focus on two access control policies proposed in [4] . We first give their formal definitions as follows. k-common friends. This policy regulates that the qualified requester should have at least k common friends with the owner, formally
k-depth. This policy specifies that u o is linked with u r through a k-depth path.
In the following two sections, we present a protocol for each of the two policies and prove its security under the honest but curious adversary.
V. k-COMMON FRIENDS
A. Protocol Description
Our solution for k-common friends exploits the encoding scheme proposed in [24] and a cardinality PSI protocol.
In the beginning, u r and u o exchange random values with each other, u r sends R r = g rr to u o and u o replies with
Next, both parties encode their friendship certificates using Algorithm 1.
ska into the following:
On the other hand, u r encodes
Each encoding contains two components. The first component of (I) is equal to the second component of (II) due to bilinearity of the map e, i.e.,
The same with the second component of (I) and the first one of (II). Therefore, encodings (I) and (II) are identical. Actually, the second component of one encoding is an anticipation of the first component of the other one [24] . As long as u o and u r have the proper friendship certificates issued by a common friend, their encodings related to this friend are identical which means they have a common element related to this common friend.
In the end, u o and u r perform a cardinality PSI protocol on these encodings and get the number of their common friends. Note that both u o and u r can choose not to encode their friendships that are considered sensitive for set intersection operations.
All the encodings are based on the friendship certificates which are already part of u o and u r 's knowledge after they establish connections with other users. Therefore, u o and u r 's friends do not need to participate in the process, i.e., the protocol can be executed when they are offline. This is an appealing feature for most situations, as it allows the protocol exclusively based on u o and u r 's local interaction and without the help of intermediate users.
B. Security Analysis
The goal of the protocol we want to achieve is that u o (u r ) cannot learn who are friends of u r (u o ). Note that, since u o and u r 's friends don't participate in the protocol, they cannot cause any privacy threat.
In this protocol, except for the PSI operation, u o and u r only perform local computations (with their friendship certificates), i.e., they don't communicate with each other. Therefore, neither of them will get extra information from that stage. As the cardinality PSI protocol we exploit is secure against the honest but curious adversary model, our protocol is secure under this model as well.
VI. k-DEPTH
A. Protocol Description
The protocol for 2-depth policy can be implemented as a 1-common friend protocol. When the depth is bigger than 2, since neither u o nor u r has information about users beyond their friends, collaboration of intermediate users (neither the owner nor the requester) are needed. In the previous protocol, only u o and u r need to be online, common friends are discovered through friendship certificates that u o and u r have. We apply this idea to obtain our k-depth protocol.
Our protocol contains two stages, namely ((k − 1)-depth) path certification and (k-depth) path discovery. As we can see from the two dashed boxes in Figure 1 , in the path certification stage, u o and u r ask intermediate users to certify (k−1)-depth paths starting from them, respectively. In the path discovery stage, if a (k−1)-depth path originated by u o shares a (k−2)-depth (reversed) path with a (k−1)-depth path originated from u r (see the central solid box in Figure 1 ), then these two paths can compose a k-depth path between u o and u r . In our protocol, encodings of these two (k −1)-depth paths are identical. After performing a cardinality PSI protocol, a kdepth path can be discovered (if such k-depth paths exist for u o and u r ).
Besides a key pair, each user u i is also affiliated with a set of depth stamps, i.e., s i = {s 
1) Path certification:
In this stage, u o (u r ) first invites his friends to join the process by sending them messages. A message m is defined as a tuple (i, η, cnt, dep). Here, the randomly chosen i represents identity of the message; η is the path certificate which is equal to H(u o ) for u o (H(u r ) for u r ) at the moment; cnt starting from 1 represents the count value; dep = k−1 is the length of the path. Note that everyone in the path certification stage can choose who to contact next.
Upon receiving a message with cnt = dep from one of his friends, if an intermediate user agrees to join the path certification process, then he follows Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 u j 's message generation scheme
choose a random identity i y 4: store the link between (i x , u i ) and i y 5:
send: m y to u 9: end for
The user first remembers the links between the identity of the received message and identities of new messages that he is going to send out. Next, he generates a new path certificate by raising the old one to the power of his cnt-depth stamp. As the depth stamp is only known to the user, this operation indicates that the user agrees to certify the path. Moreover, by using his cnt-depth stamp, the user's position information on the path is directly stored into the certificate. For example, if cnt is equal to 2, then using the user's 2-depth stamp for the new path certificate shows that he is the second one on this path. This is a crucial operation in our protocol. Without it, the result in the path discovery stage may be incorrect, we will show an example later.
If a user receives a message with cnt = dep, then he is aware that he is the last one on the (k−1)-depth path. Next, he sends a reverse message back to the friend who sent him the message. The reverse message rm is also denoted by a tuple (i, η, σ, cnt) where i is the same as identity of the message he received; η is the (k−1)-depth path's certificate which will stay the same in the following processes; σ represents the path stamp and it is equal to g s 1 a at the moment if the user is u a ; cnt is reset to 2.
Algorithm 3 u j 's reverse message generation scheme
When a user gets a reverse message from his friend, he performs the operations as specified in Algorithm 3. Since he has stored the connection between messages' identities, he is able to forward the new reverse message back to the user who sent him the corresponding message previously (step 2 in Algorithm 3). Identity information guarantees that a reverse message's forwarding path is the reverse path of the one on which the corresponding path certificate is established. 
For two (k−1)-depth paths starting from u o and u r , respectively, if they can compose a k-depth path, then exponent of one's stamp is equal to the other one's certificate. Therefore, encodings on certificates and stamps of these two paths will be identical. In the end, a cardinality PSI protocol is performed on these encodings to find out the k-depth path.
3) An example: We present an example to show how our k-depth protocol works: the network topology is depicted in Figure 2 and the policy is 3-depth. 
On the other direction, u r gets
Path discovery stage. In this stage, u o encodes all 2-depth paths' certificate and stamp into
On the other hand, u r encodes the information he gets into
It is clear that encoding (1) Figure 2 ). After the PSI operation, u o and u r are aware that there exists one 3-depth path between them.
4) Discussion:
We extend the main idea of k-common friends protocol to implement k-depth protocol, the two stages of our k-depth protocol do not have to be executed sequentially. Path certification stage can be a routine performed by users in the OSN once in a while, e.g., once per month. When u r wants to access u o 's resource, both of them directly execute the path discovery stage, i.e., only u o and u r need to be online in our k-depth protocol. As the path certification process is a usual routine, u o and u r cannot agree on some nonce, (k − 1)-depth paths' certificates should be based on common knowledge of users. In our protocol, we use the hash value of user's identity, i.e., H(u o ) and H(u r ). Separation of the two stages also results in efficient communication, i.e., the first stage can be executed when the traffic in OSNs is low, and it also provides better privacy which we explain next.
B. Security Analysis
There are three parties involving in the protocol including u o , u r and users in the middle. For u o and u r , the security goal of our protocol is that we only want them to know whether there is a k−depth path between them. Extra knowledge such as who are on the path shouldn't be learned by them. For a user on the path, the security goal of our protocol is that he should only know that he is involving in a path certification stage, he shouldn't know anything more than his friend who sends him the message and the friends he will contact next. Identity. As identities of messages are chosen randomly, they won't leak any information in both single and multiple paths' certification processes. Count value and depth. In a (k−1)-depth path's certification process, a user gets his position on the path from cnt and the depth of the path from dep. Moreover, when he receives a reverse message from u i+1 , he knows that u i+1 is involved in a (k −i)-depth path. We argue that these information are not privacy sensitive, as a user can always guess one of his friend has another friend or a friend of friend.
However, cnt and dep may result in information leakage under several paths' certification processes originated from the same user. A user first sends a message to one of his friends with cnt and dep, later he will know how many (dep−cnt)-depth paths this friend originates by counting the number of reverse messages that he gets from this friend. Especially, when cnt = dep−1, he knows how many friends this friend has. This partial structure information can be sensitive in certain cases. To prevent this, each user should send some dummy reverse messages back which produces a noisy version of his social structure. −1) are friends, i.e., a circle appears in the path. When u i joins the process and sends a message to u i+1 , u i+1 then contacts u i+2 , so on and so forth. Later, u i+x sends a message to u i . Since u i has no information about his successors' depth keys, he doesn't know that the message he receives from u i+x is based on the message he sends to u i+1 before. Therefore, u i doesn't know that u i+1 and u i+x are linked through a (x−1)-depth path.
However, with several path's certification processes, sensitive information can be disclosed through certificates and stamps. Suppose u o 's two friends are linked by a (k − 2)-depth path, i.e., u o is in a k-depth circle. Later, when he gets path certificates and stamps on two (k−1)-depth paths which can compose the circle from these two friends, as the circle is also a k-depth path, by performing bilinear map, he can get whether these two friends are connected by a (k − 2)-depth path. 
which indicates that u a and u b are friends. We propose a simple solution for this leakage. Now, the protocol regulates that when a user receives a message with dep =2 and cnt =1, he only sends new messages to his friends who haven't sent him a message with dep = 2 and cnt = 2 yet. In Figure 2 , after u a and u b receive messages from u o , suppose that u a first sends m 3 =(i 3 , H(o) s 1 a , 2, 2) to u b . Later, when u b wants to send new messages to his friends, as he finds out that u a already sent him m 3 with dep =2 and cnt =2, he only sends new messages to u c and u r . In the end, u o won't know that u a and u b are connected. However, since there is no information in a message about the originator of the path, our solution reduces chances for finding paths. For example, the message sent from u a to u b may come from another user than u o . Also, our solution only supports 2-depth path certification for 3-depth policy. Although the information that a user knows his two friends are linked with a 5-depth path is not that valuable, protecting two users' private links under 3 depths is still necessary. We leave the general protection scheme as a future work. Path discovery. In this stage, only u o and u r participate the protocol. First, as the two stages are independent, no intermediate users knows who is the owner or requester. Moreover, intermediate users do not know if there will be a run of the path discovery stage. Second, as the cardinality PSI protocol is secure against honest but curious adversaries, u o and u r only get whether a qualified path exists or not, nothing more. Especially, u o also doesn't know which friend of his is on the k-depth path. The same holds for u r .
C. Multi-relationship k-depth Protocol
Our k-depth protocol can be extended to support multirelationships. We first introduce the multi-relationship social network model. Let the set R contain all the relationship types. Only symmetric relationships, such as friend and colleague, are considered. The social network is defined as a graph G = (U, E), where E now is denoted as a subset of U ×R×U, i.e., each edge is labeled with a relationship type. A kdepth access control policy regulates that u o is linked with u r through a k-depth path where each edge has a certain relationship type. All k relationship types (from u o to u r ) can be represented as a k-tuple (rp 1 , rp 2 , . . . , rp k ) where rp i ∈ R (1 ≤ i ≤ k). Note that these k relationships do not have to be distinct from each other.
Our multi-relationship k-depth protocol also contains two stages. The path discovery stage remain the same while there are two differences related to the path certification stages. First, a relationship chain is added in each message and its function is to inform intermediate users which social links to contact next. A relationship chain generated by u o is defined as rp 1 , . . . , rp k-1 which contains the first (k-1)-th relationship types specified in the policy with the same sequence. Moreover, the first relationship in a chain is defined as the tail of the chain. On the other direction, the relationship chain generated by u r is in a reverse order, i.e., rp k , . . . , rp 2 . When a user receives a message, he will delete the tail from the chain and send new messages to his social links who are in the new tail of the chain with him. The second difference is that we have to integrate the relationship type into paths' certificates and stamps. Instead of one set, each user should have different sets of depth stamps for different relationship types. When a user receives a message, he uses his cnt-depth stamp from the stamp set related to the tail of the chain to compute the new certificate. The same procedure applies for computing the path stamp. Note that the relationship type a user integrates into a path's certificate (stamp) is always the one that he is in with the user who sent him the message (reverse message). This guarantees that encodings related to two (k − 1)-depth paths that can compose a k-depth path in discovery stage are identical.
D. Comparison with Existing Schemes
We compare our k-depth protocol with the schemes proposed in [17] , [16] (see Table I ). The solution in [17] and our protocol contain two independent stages, only u o and u r need to be online when finding the path. On the other hand, the protocol proposed in [16] requires all the intermediate users to be online. Different from ours, the two protocols [17] , [16] do not support multi-relationships.
Messages passing among users in their schemes are based on hash functions, this is more efficient than the bilinear map. On the other hand, our protocol consumes one step of communications less when finding the paths (each user certifies (k−1)-depth paths, instead of k-depth) than theirs which save a large number of operations. More precisely, suppose that each user has in average n friends, to find a (k −1)-depth path, totally 2(k−1)n k−1 times user-to-user communications are consumed (see Sect. VII), while the number is kn k in both works. Moreover, as each communication step needs computations, a large number of computations (mainly exponentiations) are saved in our protocol as well.
Since their tokens are built through a publicly known hash function, sensitive information can be leaked. For example, as mentioned in [17] , a user can know whether a token he receives is based on another token sent by him previously. This indicates his corresponding two friends are linked. The same threat happens to the scheme in [16] . However, this information leakage can be prevented in our protocol as we explained in the security analysis.
VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we first give a formal efficiency analysis of our protocols, then present empirical results on the protocols through a Facebook dataset [31] . 
A. Theoretical Efficiency Analysis
For each of our protocols, we analyze its computation and communication complexities (see Table II ). We assume that each user's average number of friends is n. As friendship establishments are normal routines, we do not consider them as part of our protocols. Moreover, for k-common friends and k-depth protocols, we exploit the PSI scheme proposed in [32] to give a general complexity for our protocols. path certificates as inputs, by adopting the PSI protocol in [32] , computation complexity for finding common encodings is O(n k−1 log log n k−1 ). 2) Communication Cost: k-common friends. Communications are needed in two operations. The first one is exchanging two random values in the beginning, where two user-touser communications are needed. The second communication consuming operation is related to the PSI protocol. As the PSI 
B. Empirical Efficiency Analysis
Dataset. We use the Facebook dataset collected by the authors of [31] to perform our experiments, the dataset is summarized in Table III . In Figure 3 , we plot the number of users as a function of users' number of friends, as we can see, users' friends number, i.e., degree in social graph, follows a powerlaw distribution. Most of users have a small number of friends (around half of users have less than 10 friends) while only a few users have a large number of connections. This indicates that most of users won't need to perform a huge amount of computations when running our protocols.
Experiment setup. Our experiments were conducted on a 64-bit Linux system with an Intel Core i7 1.80GHz×4 and 8GB RAM. We implement our protocols using the MIRACL Cryptographic SDK [33] . We choose Barreto-Naehrig Curve (security level AES-128) as the pairing curve. Since there are many existing PSI protocols and implementations, we can adopt any of them. For example, the scheme in [25] can perform set intersection operations on two million-element sets within 41 seconds. Therefore, we only focus on the performance of our protocol before the execution of PSI, where pairing operations dominate the computation cost. In our experiments, performing a pairing takes around 6 ms. We randomly sampled 2,000 users from the dataset for kcommon friends, 3-depth protocol and 4-depth, respectively. As the average path length between any two users (from more than 1 billion users of Facebook) is 4.7 [34] , 5-depth protocol is neither necessary nor likely to be performed. Therefore, we only evaluated k-depth protocol with k = 3, 4. Moreover, in reality the 3-depth protocol is exploited more often than the 4-depth protocol. The number of friends as well as the number of 2-depth and 3-depth paths for the sampled users are summarized in Table IV . Note that we only chose 100 users to perform 4-depth protocol for the purpose of illustration. These 100 users features are summarized in the last column of Table IV : its mean and standard deviation value are not that different from the sample of 2,000 users for 4-depth protocol. We notice that all the sample data have large std. value, this is due to the power law distribution of users' friends number, see Figure 3 .
Evaluation results. The experiment results are presented in Table V . For k-common friends, the average time for encoding all friendship certificates is 0.135 second while the worst case (the user who has 570 friends, see Table IV ) takes only 3 seconds. Due to the power law distribution of friends number, almost half of users (48.1%) can finish their protocol in less than 0.05 second, more than 94% users can finish in 0.5 second. For 3-depth protocols, the average running time is around 16 seconds. More than half of the 3-depth protocols (1,121/2,000) can finish within 5 seconds. The average running time of the 4-depth protocols is about 33.6 minutes. In fact, 34 users (out of 100) can finish their protocol in 60 seconds; nearly half of them (47/100) can finish in less than 3 minutes; and about 70% of the users can finish in less than 10 minutes. As described in Section VI, path certification can be treated as a normal routine, thus it doesn't have to be counted as part of k-depth protocol. Moreover, a user can choose not to join a k-depth protocol, or not to send messages to all his friends, meaning that the computations needed in practice can be further reduced. Another way to improve the performance of the k-depth protocols is to use more efficient paring implementation, such as the inline assembly code of MIRACL.
Discussion on k-depth protocols. As discussed in Section VI, although we use expensive pairing operations, our k-depth protocol's performance is still comparable with the protocol proposed in [17] which mainly uses hash functions. First, our k-depth protocol uses one less step for communications, thus a big amount of computation overhead can be saved. As presented in Table IV , the total number of 3-depth paths (for the 4-depth protocol) for the sample users is 100 times larger than the number for 2-depth paths (for the 3-depth protocol). Therefore, the scheme in [17] needs to perform at least 100 times more operations, i.e., hash functions as well as communications than ours. Second, in the path certification Hence, the user will get a subset of all the 3-depth paths in the end. In details, users in the first protocol of [17] need to build an "imaginary" hash tree, and the number of descendants of each node is the number of maximal degree of a user in the social network. This will be a huge tree with a lot of redundant nodes. In the dataset that we use, the maximal node degree is 1,098, meaning that the tree a user needs to build for a 3-depth protocol will have |u.fri | × 1098 × 1098 nodes, while in our experiments each user only needs to perform around 2,200 times pairing products on average. For example, for a user with only 25 friends, to perform 25 × 1098 × 1098 times SHA-256 function in MIRACL, it needs around 29 seconds while in our scheme the computation only needs 16 seconds. In the extended scheme of [17] , the user can build a more accurate hash tree. However, this extended scheme is only designed for discovering 3-depth paths.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the challenge on how to enforce relationship-based access control policies on decentralized social networks. To this end, we have provided privacypreserving protocols for two types of access control policies, i.e., k-common friends and k-depth. While the protocol for k-common friends is new, our k-depth protocol has better communication complexity and security than the existing solutions. Through experiments on a Facebook dataset, we illustrate that our protocols are efficient in practice.
There are a few research directions for the future. Firstly, it is interesting for us to re-evaluate the performance of our protocols with some more recent social network dataset than the current dataset [31] used in this paper. Secondly, we want to make our k-depth protocol secure under the malicious adversary model [26] and design protocols for other policies such as 'clique' and 'celebrity' [4] . It is also important for us to investigate whether it is possible to extend our protocols to cope with friendship revocation by incorporating some ideas, for example, from [35] , [36] .
